Characterization of stress-induced long-term behavioural changes in rats: evidence in favor of anxiety.
Recently, we reported that rats exposed to one brief session of inescapable footshocks showed a gradually developing and long-lasting decrease in behavioural activity and an increase in defecation in an open field. The aim of the present study was to further characterize the long-lasting changes in behavioural responsiveness to environmental stimuli. For this purpose, behavioural paradigms validated as tools in the preclinical study of the psychobiology of depression were used. Footshocked rats (S) showed a decreased response latency in an one-way avoidance-escape task and decreased immobility in a forced swim test as compared to nonshocked control rats (C) 14 days after shock exposure. These S rats showed decreased behavioural activity and increased defecation as compared to the C rats in an open field test carried out 28 days after footshock exposure. In addition, footshock exposure did not affect the preference for or consumption of a 0.05% saccharin solution on a long-term basis, although a decreased consumption of this solution was evident in S rats on day 1 postshock. These S rats showed an exaggerated immobility response to a sudden reduction in background noise level compared to C rats while placed in a novel environment on day 11 postshock. We conclude that the long-term effects of one short session of inescapable footshocks are not compatible with what is supposed to represent behavioural manifestations of depression in animals. It is argued that the common denominator of shock-induced long-lasting changes is increased behavioural defensiveness, which is more likely related to increased fear and/or anxiety.